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BIEMA Σ POWER is a double 10” full range line array speaker. It features high

power but extra compact cabinet, low distortion but high SPL, flexible

combination but light weight, making it the best choice for many kinds of

applications no matter touring , rental or permanent installations. Σ POWER

offers all of the benefits of BIEMA’s decades of manufacturing self-powered

systems, including carrying interval amplification, complex crossover, driver

protection and frequency and phase correction circuitry on board. All

components were all special designed to meet stringent performance

requirements. Each speaker contains all of its amplification and processing

within the loudspeaker cabinet, providing greater performance, lower cost and

more convenience Quickly rigging hardware is fixed on the cabinet. Flying the

speakers as line array is a snap. 

ΣPOWER 

Introduction 



Features 
●  Biema proprietary aluminum rigging hardware for easy and fast set ting up ●

Multiple angles option for precise dispersion 

● Highly noise absorbable materials 

●Flexible application and easy installation 

●Italian –made neodymium drivers； 

● Better frequency response and higher resolution 

●Flight case for transportation protection (2pcs each flight case) 

● Environmental King Kong painting finishing 

● Supper harden steel grille 

●Multi-layer birch laminate construction 

●  Best for touring sound, indoor or outdoor medium-size sound reinforcement or

permanent installation for multi function halls, stadiums and the like. 



Specifications 
Frequency response：50Hz-18KHz 

Drivers： Hi 1x3＂ neodymium driver（75mm voice coil）

Low 2x10＂ neodymium woofer (65mm voice coil) 

Directivity angle：H100°xV10° 

Sensitivity: LOW 100dB HI 108dB 

Impedance : LOW 8ohm HI 8ohm 

Long-term power(RMS)：LOW 600W HI 100W 

Power peak：LOW 1200W HI 200W 

Maximum SPL:LOW 130dB HI 131dB 

Connection:2x4-pin Speakon (+1-1 LOW +2-2 HI)

Suspension angle：0°,2°,4°,6°,8°,10° 

Product dimensions(WxDxH):900x530x320mm 
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1. XLR signal input Can accept balance signal: 
Pin1: Ground, Pin2: Positive(+), Pin3: Negative(-) 

2. XLR signal output Can be connected to the signal input of an
another speaker : Pin1: Ground, Pin2: Positive(+), Pin3: Negative(-) 

3. Bass Volume knob Turn this knob clockwise to increase the
master volume. Turn it anti-clockwise to decrease the mater volume. 

4. Power switch On/off power switch for the amplifier. When it is set
to ON, the amplifier is powered up. When it is set to OFF, the
amplifier is powered off. 

5. AC IN Standard power cone connector for power input to the
amplifier. 

6. AC OUT Power link connector, link the power to another speaker 

7. DSP CONTROL This USB allows computer connect to adjust the
DSP parameters. 

8,Bass gain enhance button ON for enhancement and OFF for
inactive 

Amplifier control 



DSP control 



Applications 

Banquet halls 

Wedding ceremony 

Stadiums 

Live concert 


